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H

aym Soloveitchik’s “Rupture and Reconstruction” provided a
panoramic view of the evolution of Orthodox Jewry in North
America. The quarter-century since that landmark essay affords
us an even broader retrospective. This time lag allows us to see that Soloveitchik was describing a dynamic process that was still in flux during its
writing, and which continues to evolve to this very day. Accordingly, if we
were to continue his project by taking into account how we as a Jewish
community have continued to change since its writing, we would need a
sequel to “Rupture and Reconstruction” to describe the stage that follows “reconstruction.”
In his conclusion, Soloveitchik notes perhaps the most significant and
alarming change in North American Jewry in the fifty or so years surveyed in the essay. The change is not only a product of the transition from
mimetic Torah transmission to text-based Torah transmission. That shift
certainly created a distancing between Jewry and the Torah as a living
organism that imbued our ancestors’ Jewish life with a feeling of “the
touch of His presence.” It is also a product of what Soloveitchik calls a
world of “modern science, which had reduced nature to an ‘irreversible
series of equations,’ to an immutable nexus of cause and effect, which
suffices on its own to explain the workings of the world” (102).
The result of this new technological reality is to no longer feel God in
the way that Tevye the Dairyman had felt an immanent and anthropomorphic God, to the point where he could open a conversation with Him
at any given moment. Today, lamented Soloveitchik, “God as a daily,
natural force is no longer present to a significant degree in any sector of
modern Jewry, even the most religious.”
If only he knew how Godless society would become. But of course,
he wrote his essay before the Internet. On social media, every belief that
was once sacrosanct is cynically questioned, every socio-religious structure deconstructed with casual dismissal. God has been discarded, and
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religion in general is regarded as “delusional,” to quote best-selling author Yuval Noah Harari.1
The “reconstruction” to which Soloveitchik refers was a noble effort
to repair the rupture. But in the face of new social realities, it simply was
not enough to withstand further erosion.
The natural sequel to “Rupture and Reconstruction” is the landmark
essay in Commentary by Jay Lefkowitz, “The Rise of Social Orthodoxy.”2
In this painfully honest account, Lefkowitz confesses to being fully observant but agnostic about theology in general and belief in God specifically.
He represents not only himself but a large swath of Modern Orthodox
Jews who look, speak, and daven the very same way as a “believer.” He
labels this new brand of Orthodox Jew as “Socially Orthodox.”
Lefkowitz observes that many of his ilk favor religious behavior and
community as the most important component of their Judaism while
making belief in any set of religious dogma or doctrine secondary, at
best. Mordecai Kaplan believed that there was a progression for American Jews that was a recipe for success: First, belong to a community.
“Belonging precedes behaving precedes believing,” wrote Kaplan, even
though he would later largely deemphasize and devalue the role of belief
altogether, focusing principally on community and only secondarily on
God.
Lefkowitz argues that Kaplan was only mistaken in thinking that “belonging” preceded “behaving,” when in reality it is the reverse: Common
rituals cause a community to coalesce. But as to the argument that ritual
precedes belief, Lefkowitz completely neutralizes the second clause in the
phrase na’ase ve-nishma, “We will do and we will listen” (Exodus 24:7).
In his scheme one can easily put into practice a set of rituals without necessarily having worked out a theology. Essentially, he posits that na’ase
ve-nishma has today come to mean simply “na’ase” alone. The new generation has indefinitely shelved the “nishma,” our set of beliefs and understanding of God.
This phenomenon is simply an extension of what Soloveitchik was
referring to in describing twentieth-century Judaism as “irrevocably separated from the spirituality of its fathers.” In 1994, this meant that while
Orthodox Jews fully believed in God, they did not feel or experience God
as palpably and immanently as did their bobes and zeides in the Old Country. But today, the ethereal and detached belief of twenty-five years ago
has dissolved to the point where for some it is socially acceptable to no
longer associate God with religious practice. One can be fully frum, that
is, “orthoprax” in one’s behavior, while not at all “orthodox” in one’s
beliefs.
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Lefkowitz doesn’t lament his social orthodoxy. Quite the contrary, he
feels that the key to Jewish continuity and passing Judaism to the next
generation is through religious practice alone. “We behave as Jews so we
can belong as Jews. Some of us may even come to believe. The key, however, is that we live Jewish lives so we will not be disconnected, and we
will never be alone.”
In truth, I have taken a similar approach with members of my own
congregation. Noting the social orthodoxy phenomenon in my own
community, I have publicly stated that I have deep empathy for the difficult maneuvering that is required to live an Orthodox life while harboring
basic questions of faith. My message to my congregants is that even if you
are not sure what you believe, your home is here, at an Orthodox synagogue and in an Orthodox community. Your social and religious commitment increases the chances that you and your children will become closer
to God, and that your family line will remain Jewish.
But suggesting that social orthodoxy is an acceptable end unto to itself is something different entirely. Some congregants come to shul on
Shabbat and do not utter one word of prayer. The “JFK-ers,”—the “Just
for Kiddush” attendees—are quite content being part of the Orthodox
social scene without subscribing to a theistic Judaism. Because it has become such a socially acceptable phenomenon, we’ve reached the point in
many communities where there is no longer any cognitive dissonance, no
angst or disquietude. Being Orthodox can mean observance devoid of
God, and for some, that’s just fine.
Soloveitchik likely did not foresee this new phenomenon when he
wrote “Rupture and Reconstruction.” In 1994, the kiruv movement was
still in its heyday. Organizations like Aish HaTorah were appealing to
university-aged young adults who were still searching for a sense of meaning and spirituality in the transcendent and other-worldly. Today, that
type of kiruv has largely vanished, and the kiruv organizations of old have
either shuttered their windows or changed their business models entirely.
Today’s kiruv is largely “inreach” to the children of Orthodox Jews who
have become disenchanted with the social orthodoxy of their parents. The
socially orthodox generation may find comfort in ritual devoid of belief,
but that recipe does not seem to be working with many of their children.
A related trend not identified in “Rupture and Reconstruction” is
contemporary reaction to the universalistic social justice trends. As we
become more of a global community, the exceptionalism of Judaism and
the moral absolutism of the Torah noticeably run up against basic moral
axioms of today’s pluralistic society. This creates further cognitive dissonance between our generation’s view of what is right and good and what
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the Torah teaches about right and good. The fluidity of gender and homosexuality, to cite just two examples, have driven many of our youngsters away from doctrinal Judaism, even if they are still practicing (social)
Orthodox Jews. They are having a more difficult time reconciling their
liberal and tolerant views of all human behavior with the stern God of
Leviticus who places moral judgment on certain acts.
So where is this all headed? Is the prognosis that we are destined to
continue our theistic unraveling as a religious community? Will the “rupture” that resulted in “reconstruction” which has resulted in the agnosticism of today continue to erode Orthodoxy?
Yes and no. We are more distracted than ever before by all the technological background noise, and that means that it has become increasingly more difficult to focus on the larger issues of life, including man’s
purpose in the larger context of existence, and his relationship with the
Mover of all of creation. Many of our children will continue to drop off
the grid of Orthodoxy as a result. But there are always counter-trends and
counter-cultures within society. While everyone else is moving away from
God, there will always be those who cling to Him ever more tightly. Unfortunately, it’s become more difficult to identify those counter-culturalists
within the Modern Orthodox community.
We have greater levels of Jewish literacy among our children than in
years past, but that literacy has been limited to Tanakh, Torah she-be’al pe
(Mishna, Midrash, and Talmud), and halakha. Educators in our day
school and yeshiva systems have long lamented the dearth of theology
that is passed on to our children. Mahshevet Yisrael, basic issues of faith
and the philosophy of Judaism, have been largely ignored. Most of our
students are lacking any working understanding of Maimonides’ Thirteen
Principles of Faith or the many theological discussions about God, creation, and the Jewish people that have taken place in our classical Torah
literature over centuries.
While there have been encouraging signs, especially among the
youngest generation of teachers, many Jewish educators are the heirs of
the previous generation who did not feel it sufficiently important to
systematically pass on doctrinal teachings. It is very difficult to teach
something that one does not properly grasp, especially when it comes to
esoteric issues of faith.
But it is encouraging to witness a new generation of educators who
are producing new written curricula, both in Israel and in North America,
that are starting to place more emphasis upon faith teachings.3 It means
that even an educator who may not feel sufficiently grounded in theological issues can still take this packaged curriculum and impart it to his or her
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students. Heads of schools are slowly taking the courageous steps of restructuring the “sacred cows” of Jewish education, such as Talmud study
for boys, and are investing significant time in the school day for talks that
revolve around Hashem. I am not so naïve as to suggest such talks are
enough to ameliorate the problems I have described, and I leave the specifics to the talented and innovative educators in the field. I do believe,
however, that such moves are necessary to stem the rising cynicism and
agnosticism.
Adult education in our shuls and community centers has also moved
away from the “basics” of Jewish belief and moved toward the more controversial and titillating subjects that will attract more people to classes. It
is the responsibility of pulpit rabbis who lead congregations to revisit the
basic theological issues harbored in Judaism, and to make “Hashem” a
greater part of our everyday vocabulary and education.
Perhaps a lesson from history is a way to telegraph my thinking on
these matters. An earlier period of severe “rupture” took place in the first
century CE with the destruction of the Second Temple. There were two
rabbinic leaders who felt a responsibility to “reconstruct” amidst the rupture. One was Rabban Gamliel the Elder, who was the nasi (president).
The other was Rabban Yohanan ben Zakai, who was a preeminent disciple
of Hillel, and who dedicated himself to his disciples. Rabban Gamliel approached the project of reconstruction through the institution of new takkanot (ordinances), communal proclamations, and seyagim (fences).4
Rabban Yohanan ben Zakai’s approach was to attempt to retain the memory of the Temple in the hearts of the people as much as possible (Rosh
ha-Shana 4:1–3). He also felt it necessary to impart Jewish values to his
students (Avot 2:8–9). Rabban Yohanan was not focused as much on the
halakhic preservation of Judaism, but rather on the memory of a generation and a world lost. He left the halakhic remedies up to his Nasi colleague
but felt that faith issues and the preservation of the morals and ethics of the
previous generation were the key to preserving Judaism for future generations. Or, to use Soloveitchik’s language, he used the mimesis of the previous generation as the means to reconstruction. Both rabbis were engaged
in vital projects of continuity. But when it came to recording which of the
two sages was responsible for continuing Judaism, credit goes to Rabban
Yohanan ben Zakai as being the one who “received the tradition from Hillel
and Shamai,” and who successfully passed that tradition onto his students.
Merely continuing the halakhic system of Orthodox practice is insufficient to preserve our masora. The ethos and faith of our ancestors must
accompany all that we implement religiously if it is going to have any
lasting power.
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The advent of social orthodoxy has provided us the next chapter of
“Rupture and Reconstruction.” It is up to our generation to stem the
tide of further erosion. I am hopeful that if we properly identify why we
are currently living in the chapter of “Rupture, Reconstruction, and the
Loss of Faith,” and if we take the proper steps to prevent further erosion,
the next chapter might well be “Restoration.”
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